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Abstract
The manifold of trace one positive complex n  n-matrices represents the space of faith-
ful mixed states of a finite dimensional quantum system. Riemannian monotone metrics on
these manifolds are in one-to-one correspondence with operator monotone functions. These
metrics generalize the classical Fisher metric of statistical distinguishability of probability
distributions to the quantum case and are of interest in quantum statistics and information
theory. Thus, it is natural to ask for curvature quantities of these Riemannian metrics. It is
known that the classical Fisher metric is of positive constant curvature. The quantum case
considered here is much more complicated. Most informations are available for the Bures
metric, a special distinguished monotone metric. Partial curvature results are also known for
the Kubo-Mori metric. It is the aim of this article to determine curvature quantities of an
arbitrary Riemannian monotone metric. The resulting scalar curvature is explained in more
detail for three examples. In particular, we consider an important conjecture of Petz asserting
that the scalar curvature of the Kubo-Mori metric increases if one goes to more mixed states.
This assertion is shown up to a formal proof of the concavity of a certain function on R3C.
However, this concavity seems to be numerically evident and we give certain function plots
supporting this concavity. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
LetDn resp.D1n denote the manifold of complex positive n  n-matrices (of trace
one). A Riemannian metric on D1n is called monotone if it is decreasing under sto-
chastic mappings (the exact definition is given below). These metrics are of interest
in quantum statistics and information theory sinceD1n is the space of (faithful) states
(represented by positive density matrices) of an n-level quantum system. Monotone
metrics generalize the Fisher information (metric) of classical statistics [5,8], to the
quantum case. Indeed, the restrictions of any monotone metric to the submanifold
of diagonal matrices (probability distributions on an n-point set) equals (up to a
factor) the Fisher metric. Roughly speaking, the Fisher metric measures the statisti-
cal distinguishability of probability distributions and a similar meaning is expected
in the quantum case, see e.g. [14,16,19,20]. Monotone metrics can be seen as the
Hessian of entropy-like functions. The relation between entropies, monotone metrics
and operator monotone functions has been considered in several articles, see [24]
and references found there. Moreover, in [22] it has been explained how monotone
metrics appear on the background of the concept of purification of mixed states [10].
There monotone metrics arise from the reduction of certain metrics on the space
of pure states of a larger quantum system. The underlying geometry is that of a
Riemannian submersion [7], where the metric in the purifying space is built by the
natural modular operator of the Tomita–Takesaki theory.
A monotone metric of special interest for mathematical and physical reasons
[14,19–22] is the so-called Bures metric introduced by Uhlmann [12]. Its curva-
ture quantities are known [13,23]. Moreover, certain curvature results were obtained
for the Kubo-Mori metric in [15]. It is the first aim of this paper to obtain similar
results for the general case (Propositions 1–4). These considerations are based on a
classification result of Petz [17]. Continuing the work of Morozova and Chentsov
[9], who initiated the study of monotone metrics, he proved a one-to-one correspon-
dence between monotone metrics and operator monotone functions (cf. [2,3]). Thus,
a monotone metric is of the form
g%.X; Y / D Tr Xc.L%; R%/.Y /:
For calculating curvature quantities we have to handle derivatives with respect to %
of the function c of the operators of left and right multiplication. For this purpose we
use the Riesz–Dunford operator calculus and obtain the Riemannian curvature tensor
for an arbitrary monotone metric. Several authors called objects similar to c.L; R/
superoperators due to the dependence on %. We regard c.L; R/ as a field of operators
acting on a bundle in order to reflect the underlying geometry.
Special interest we focus on the scalar curvature. The main technical difficulty
here is due to the large number of terms one meets. However, we end up with a
suitable expression (Theorem 1) for the scalar curvature and apply this result to three
examples, the Bures, the largest and the Kubo-Mori metric (Theorem 2). In the last
case, there is a conjecture of Petz [15], that the scalar curvature increases if one
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goes to more mixed states. It is the second aim of this paper to reduce the proof of
this important conjecture to the concavity of a certain function on R3C (Proposition
6). This concavity seems to be numerically evident by many experiences and sev-
eral function plots, although we do not have a formal proof up to now. Since the
function in question, hs, see formula (61), is homogeneous the asserted concavity
of hs.x; y; z/ is, actually, a certain property (a priori stronger than concavity) of the
function hs.x; y; 1/ in two variables.
Maybe it is worthwhile to make the following remark. Using the general result
concerning the scalar curvature (Theorem 1), we considered numerically several ex-
amples of monotone metrics. Up to now, we have not found any example, where the
scalar curvature would not behave monotonously under mixing. Thus, it is quite pos-
sible that this monotonicity property holds for all monotone metrics. Both increasing
and decreasing of the scalar curvature under mixing is allowed. We hope that the
general results obtained here will be useful for an attempt in this direction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we fix the framework of the
Riesz–Dunford calculus for our purposes. Section 3 gives the basic definition and
classification theorem for monotone metrics and contains some preliminary remarks
on Morozova–Chentsov functions. In Sections 4 and 5, we determine the curvature
quantities including the examples. Finally, Section 6 deals with the monotonicity
conjecture.
Notations. Let Mn.C/ denote the space of complex nn-matrices and Dn (resp.
D1n) the manifold of positive definite complex matrices % (of trace 1). D.1/n is an
open subset of the space of Hermitian matrices (of trace 1). Therefore, we identify
the tangent spaces T%D.1/n of these manifolds in an obvious way with the space of
Hermitian (traceless for D1n) matrices and consider vector fields X;Y; : : : as func-
tions onD.1/n with values in these vector spaces. By the corresponding italic symbols
we mean vectors tangent at % resp. the values of a vector field at %, X D X%, etc. for
the fixed point % we have in mind. TX;YU is understood as the commutator of these
matrix valued functions, i.e. TX;YU% VD X%Y% −X%Y% D TX;Y U, whereas the usu-
al commutator of vector fields is denoted by TX;YUvf. By L% and R% we denote the
operators of left resp. right multiplication by % 2 D.1/n . Therefore, L and R are fields
of operators. But, similarly to other geometrical object, we frequently omit the index
% for simplicity of notation even if we have a concrete point % in mind. Moreover, if
L or R are indicated otherwise we mean the corresponding multiplication operators.
2. Operator calculus
Let f be a complex analytic function defined on a neighborhood of RC. Then we
have by the Riesz–Dunford operator calculus
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f .%/ D 1
2pi
I
f ./. − %/−1 d;
where .t/ is a path surrounding the positive spectrum of %. For a diagonal %, this
is just Cauchy’s integral formula applied to each eigenvalue. We notice that the
operators L% and R% are positive definite with respect to the Hermitian form X;Y 7!
Tr X Y on Mn.C/ and their common spectrum equals the spectrum of % (with
multiplicity n). Thus, the function f of the operator L% , f .L%/, is well defined and
has, again by the Riesz–Dunford calculus, the representation
f .L%/ D 12pi
I
f ./.Id − L%/−1 d: (1)
Since left and right multiplications commute a similar reasoning applies to a func-
tion c, complex analytic in two variables, of L% and R%. This results in
c.L%; R%/ D 1
.2pi/2
I I
c.; /
1
Id − L% 
1
Id − R% d d (2)
or, equivalently,
c.L%; R%/.Y / D 1
.2pi/2
I I
c.; /
1
 − %Y
1
 − % d d; (3)
where we integrate in every variable once around the spectrum of %. These inte-
gral formulae are the main technical tool for what follows, because they are used to
represent derivatives of functions of %, L and R, e.g.
d
dt
f .% C tX/jtD0 D 12pi
I
f ./
1
 − %X
1
 − % d;
d
dt
f .L%CtX/jtD0 D 12pi
I
f ./
1
Id − L%  LX 
1
Id − L% d:
The last expression is just the covariant derivative of f .L/ in the direction X with re-
spect to the local flat affine structure onD inherited from fM 2Mn.C/ j M D Mg.
We denote this flat covariant derivative by D. The derivative DXc.L; R/ and the
second-order derivatives which we need later on are obtained similarly from (2) or
(3) applying the Leibniz rule to the composition of resolvents. Since these formulae
are obvious, we do not write down them here.
The right-hand sides of the last two equations become more explicit if we de-
compose the tangent vector as X D Y C TA; %U, where TY; %U D Y% − %Y D 0 and
A D −A (the existence of such a decomposition can be seen assuming that % is
diagonal). Now a simple calculation yields
d
dt
f .% C tX/jtD0 D Yf 0.%/ C TA; f .%/U;
DXf .L/% D ddt f .L%CtX/jtD0
DLY  f 0.L%/ C TLA; Lf .%/U D LYf 0.%/CTA;f .%/U:
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But, in order to remove integrals in the forthcoming second-order derivatives, we
would have to consider more subtle decompositions. Moreover, the functions c we
regard are of the form 1=.f .s=t/t/, so that, actually, one needs only one integration
to consider f .L%=R%/. In [11] a calculus for its first-order derivatives has been de-
veloped, which leads for diagonal %, essentially, to a Pick matrix method found in
[2, Chapter VIII]. However, here we need the second-order derivatives as well, and
we will not try to avoid the integrals. The approach used here has the advantage of
symmetry.
3. Monotone metrics
A family of Riemannian metrics g D fgng on fD1ng, n 2 N, is called monotone iff
gnT.%/.T.X/; T.X// 6 gn%.X;X/
holds for every stochastic mapping T VMn.C/ ! Mm.C/ and all % 2 D1n, X 2
T%D1n. For more details we refer to [17], where Petz considered, roughly speaking,
monotone Hermitian forms on the complexified tangent bundles of D1n. The above
defined monotone Riemannian metrics in [17] are called symmetric monotone met-
rics and the real part of a monotone Hermitian form is, of course, symmetric. We will
use a slightly different terminology. By a monotone metric we will always mean a
monotone Riemannian metrics, since we are interested here only in those ones. From
now on we fix an integer n > 2 and omit the index n at gn andD.1/n . Thus, we mean
by g either the whole family or the concrete metric related to the number n we have
in mind.
Theorem [17]. There is a one-to-one correspondence between monotone Rieman-
nian metrics g and operator monotone functions f V RC ! RC satisfying the sym-
metry condition f .t/ D t f .1=t/. This correspondence is given by
g%.X; Y / D Tr X 1
f .L%=R%/R%
.Y /; X; Y 2 T%D1:
For the definition, integral representation and main properties of operator mono-
tone functions we refer to [2,3]. A crucial point for what follows is the fact that such
a function has a complex analytic extension to the half plane fx 2 C j Re x > 0g such
that f .x/ D f .x/. Thus, the function
c.x; y/ VD 1
f .x=y/y
; (4)
called the Morozova–Chentsov function related to the monotone metric g, is analytic
in both arguments on an open neighborhood of R2C  C2 and the metric g takes the
form more appropriate for our purposes
g.X;Y/ D TrX c.L; R/.Y/; (5)
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or, equivalently,
g%.X; Y / D 1
.2pi/2
Tr
I I
c.; /X. − %/−1Y . − %/−1 d d: (6)
Clearly, the above formulae also define a Riemannian metric on D, which we also
denote by g. In the following sections, we will first deal with this manifold and then
considerD1 as a Riemannian submanifold of codimension 1.
Some examples of symmetric operator monotone functions are
f .x/ D x C 1
2
;
2x
x C 1 ;
x − 1
ln x
leading to the Morozova–Chentsov functions
c.x; y/ D 2
x C y ;
x C y
2xy
;
ln x − ln y
x − y (7)
and to the smallest, largest and Kubo-Mori metrics. For further examples we refer to
[3,17]. For the time being we are interested in the general case and return to these
examples later.
The calculations of the following sections make use of certain algebraic and dif-
ferential properties common for all Morozova–Chentsov functions. Multiplying a
monotone metric by a factor if necessary, we will assume from now on that the
corresponding operator monotone function f is normalized by f .1/ D 1. This and
the above-mentioned properties of f imply
c.x; x/D 1
x
; (8)
c.x; y/Dc.x; y/;
c.x; y/Dc.y; x/; (9)
c.x; y/D tc.tx; ty/; t 2 RC:
Let us denote by c.k;l/ the partial derivative of c of order .k; l/. Then we have by the
symmetry of c
c.k;l/.x; y/ D c.l;k/.y; x/ (10)
and differentiating the last equation of (9) with respect to t and x; y yields the further
identities
c.x; y/ C xc.1;0/.x; y/ C yc.0;1/.x; y/ D 0;
2c.1;0/.x; y/ C yc.1;1/.x; y/ C xc.2;0/.x; y/ D 0; (11)
2c.0;1/.x; y/ C xc.1;1/.x; y/ C yc.0;2/.x; y/ D 0:
In particular,
c.1;0/.x; x/ D c.0;1/.x; x/ D − 1
2x2
; (12)
but there is no such identity for c.2;0/.x; x/, cf. (7).
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We will have to do with partial derivatives of order at most 2. Thus we can always
remove the mixed derivative c.1;1/ and replace c.0;k/ by c.k;0/ changing the order of
arguments. For simplicity we write c0 and c00 instead of c.1;0/; c.2;0/. Exhausting the
above relations we can obtain c.k;0/, k 6 2, with arguments ordered alphabetically.
This unique representation is useful for comparing expressions, however, we will not
always insist on such an ordering, since it may destroy the symmetry. Therefore, the
identities remaining after reduction of (11) are
c.x; y/ C xc0.x; y/ C yc0.y; x/ D 0;
2xc0.x; y/ C x2c00.x; y/ D 2yc0.y; x/ C y2c00.y; x/: (13)
Finally, it will be convenient to use partial logarithmic derivatives instead of usual
ones and we apply the above notation to the function ln c as well,
.ln c/0.x; y/ VD @ ln c.x; y/
@x
D c
0.x; y/
c.x; y/
: (14)
For example, the first identity of (11) now reads as
1 C x.ln c/0.x; y/ C y.ln c/0.y; x/ D 0:
4. Covariant derivative and curvature tensor
4.1. Non-normalized case
As already mentioned in Section 2, the manifoldD carries locally a natural flat af-
fine structure related to the usual parallel displacement. The corresponding covariant
derivative D is the derivation along straight lines, i.e.
.DZT/% D ddtT%CtZ jtD0; Z 2 T%D; (15)
for any tensor fieldT onD. In particular
DZ% D Z: (16)
Since the trace and the matrix multiplication are compatible with this flat affine struc-
ture, the Leibniz rule implies
DZ. − %/−1 D . − %/−1Z. − %/−1;  2 C: (17)
From (3) we obtain for the flat covariant derivative of c.L; R/
DZc.L; R/%.Y /D 1
.2pi/2
I I
c.; /

1
 − %Z
1
 − %Y
1
 − %
C 1
 − %Y
1
 − %Z
1
 − %

d d; (18)
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and, therefore, using (5)
DZg.X; Y /D 1
.2pi/2
Tr
I I
c.; /Z

1
 − %X
1
 − %Y
1
 − %
C 1
 − %Y
1
 − %X
1
 − %

d d: (19)
Similarly, we proceed with the flat derivative of second-order with respect to vector
fieldsX andY. We denote it by D2X;Y, i.e.
D2X;Y VD DXDY − DDXY:
Clearly, the differential operator D2X;Y at % depends only on the values of the fields
at this point, cf. [7].
From (19) we find using the Leibniz rule
D2Z;Wg.X; Y /D
1
.2pi/2
Tr
I I
c.; /

Z
1
 − %W C W
1
 − %Z

 1
 − %X
1
 − %Y
1
 − %
CZ 1
 − %X
1
 − %W
1
 − %Y
1
 − %

d d
CfX $ Y g: (20)
The symbol fX $ Y g means the expression before with exchanged X and Y .
Now let r be the covariant derivative related to the Levi-Civita connection of the
metric g. It is uniquely determined by
2g.rXY;Z/DXg.Y;Z/ CYg.X;Z/ −Zg.X;Y/ C g.TX;YUvf;Z/
Cg.TZ;XUvf;Y/ C g.X; TZ;YUvf/:
Moreover, rXY is of the form
rXY D DXYC C.X;Y/; (21)
where C is a certain symmetric .1; 2/-tensor field on D, because every two torsion-
less covariant derivatives are related in this way. In an affine coordinate system on
D it would be described by the usual Christoffel symbols Cki;j . This allows us to use
the symbol C, although in general the Christoffel symbols are not of tensorial type.
Now the above defining equation turns out to be equivalent to the requirement that
2g.C.X; Y /; Z/ D DXg.Y;Z/ C DY g.X;Z/ − DZg.X; Y / (22)
holds for all tangent vectors X;Y;Z. This corresponds to the formulae for the Chris-
toffel symbols in terms of the coefficients of the metric tensor and their first-order
derivatives.
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Proposition 1. Let X D X; Y D Y  2 T%D. Then
C.X; Y /D 1
2.2pi/2c.L; R/
I I
c.; /

1
−%X
1
−%Y
1
−%
C 1
−%X
1
−%Y
1
−% −
1
−%X
1
−%Y
1
−%

d d
CfX $ Y g: (23)
Proof. The right-hand side of (23) is Hermitian by (9), i.e. it is a vector tangent to
D. Using (19) one verifies straightforwardly that (23) fulfills (22), where one can
assume for brevity of calculation that Y D X. 
Next we consider the Riemannian curvature tensor given by
R.X;Y;Z;W/ VD g (X;rZrWY− rWrZY− rTZ;WUvfY : (24)
It can be expressed in terms of C and D2g, indeed we show:
Proposition 2.
R.X;Y;Z;W/Dg.C.X;W/;C.Y;Z// − g.C.X;Z/;C.Y;W//
C1
2

D2X;Wg.Y;Z/ C D2Y;Zg.X;W/
−D2X;Zg.Y;W/ − D2Y;W g.X;Z/

; (25)
where D2g and C are given by .20/ and .23/.
Proof. Actually (25) corresponds to the known formula for the coefficients of the
curvature tensor in terms of Christoffel symbols and second-order derivatives of the
metric coefficients with respect to a coordinate system. Thus we derive (25) from
(24) not appealing to the particular metric we have in mind. In order to simplify
this calculation, let us assume for the moment that X;Y;Z and W are parallel
vector fields with respect to the underlying flat affine structure, i.e. they are constant
Hermitian matrix valued functions. Then the flat derivative DXY and the commutator
TX;YUvf D DXY− DYX vanish for all pairs of these fields and D2X;Y D DXDY D
DYDX. Thus we get using rg D 0 and (21)
R.X;Y;Z;W/Dg.X;rZrWY− rWrZY/
DrZ.g.X;rWY// − g.rZX;rWY/ − rW.g.X;rZY//
Cg.rWX;rZY/
Dg.C.X;W/;C.Y;Z// − g.C.X;Z/;C.Y;W//
CZ.g.X;C.Y;W/// −W.g.X;C.Y;Z///:
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But the last two terms yield by (22)
1
2
DZfDYg.X;W/ C DWg.X;Y/ − DXg.Y;W/g
−1
2
DWfDYg.X;Z/ C DZg.X;Y/ − DXg.Y;Z/g
D 1
2

D2X;Wg.Y;Z/ C D2Y;Zg.X;W/
−D2X;Zg.Y;W/ − D2Y;Wg.X;Z/

: 
4.2. Normalized case
The knowledge of the covariant derivative and the curvature of .D; g/ allows us
to determine these quantities for the codimension 1 submanifold .D1; g/. We denote
them by 1r andR1. For this purpose letX; Y : : : be vector fields onD1 extended to
some neighborhood ofD1 in D.
First of all we observe that the radial vector fieldN given by
N% VD %; % 2 D; (26)
is perpendicular to all submanifolds of positive matrices with fixed trace, in particular
toD1. Indeed, let X 2 T%D with Tr X D 0. Then
g.X; %/ D Tr X c.L%; R%/.%/ D Tr X c.%; %/% D Tr X %−1% D Tr X D 0;
where we used c.x; x/ D 1=x, see (8). Moreover, this field is normalized atD1; g.N;
N/% D g%.%; %/ D Tr % D 1 and satisfies
DXN D X (27)
for all vector fieldsX onD. Actually, this is a more precise formulation of (16). The
following relations concerning this radial field are less obvious.
Lemma 1. For all vector fieldsX;Y;Z onD; the following holdV
(i) C.X;N/ D −1
2
X; (28)
(ii) g.C.X;Y/;N/ D −1
2
g.X;Y/; (29)
(iii) R.X;Y;Z;N/ D 0: (30)
Proof. (i) From (23) and (11) we get
C.X;N/% D 12.2pi/2c.L; R/
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
I I
c.; /

%
.−%/2 X
1
 − % C
1
 − %X
%
. − %/2

d d
D 1
2c.L; R/

L%  c.1;0/.L%; R%/ C R%  c.0;1/.L%; R%/

.X/
D−1
2
X;
since xc.1;0/.x; y/ C yc.0;1/.x; y/ D −c.x; y/, cf. (11).
(ii) By the symmetry it is sufficient to prove the assertion for X D Y. From (22)
and (i) we conclude
g.C.X;X/;N/DDXg.X;N/ − 12DNg.X;X/
DDXg.X;N/ − g.X;C.X;N//
DDX.g.X;N// − g.DXX;N/ − g.X; DXN/
C 1
2
g.X;X/
DDX.TrX/ − Tr DXX− g.X;X/ C 12g.X;X/
D−1
2
g.X;X/:
(iii) From (27) and (i) we infer rXN D DXNC C.X;N/ D X=2 and the last
assertion follows since the torsion of r vanishes.
2R.X;Y;Z;N/D2R.Z;N;X;Y/
D2g.Z; .rXrY − rYrX − rTX;YUvf/N/
Dg.Z;rXY− rYX− TX;YUvf/ D 0: 
Now, let X;Y be tangent vector fields on D1 extended to some neighborhood
of D1 in D, so g%.X;N/ D 0 for % 2 D1. Then 1rXY is the component of rXY,
tangent toD1 [1], i.e.
1rXY D rXY− g.N;rXY/N:
Since D1 is a (locally) affine subspace of D, the derivative DXY is tangent to D1
and we conclude from (21) and (1):
Proposition 3.
1rXY D DXYC C.X;Y/ C 12g.X;Y/N; (31)
where C is given by Proposition 1.
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Thus, the component of rXY normal toD1 equals −g.X;Y/N=2 and we obtain
the curvature tensorR1 of the submanifoldD1 by the Gauss equation [1]:
Proposition 4.
R1.X;Y;Z;W/DR.X;Y;Z;W/ C 1
4
.g.X;Z/g.Y;W/
−g.Y;Z/g.X;W//; (32)
whereR is given by Proposition 2.
5. Scalar curvature
5.1. General theorem
The scalar curvature at % 2 D.1/ we denote byS% (resp.S1%). It is given by
S.1/% D
X
X =DY2B.1/
K.1/.X; Y /; (33)
where we sum up over pairs of different elements of an orthogonal basis B.1/ of
T%D.1/. The sectional curvature of the plane generated by orthogonal vectors X and
Y equals due to Propositions 2 and 4
K.1/.X; Y / D 1
g.X;X/g.Y; Y /
R.X; Y;X; Y /

C1
4

; (34)
where
R.X; Y;X; Y /Dg.C.X; Y /;C.X; Y // − g.C.X;X/;C.Y; Y //
C D2X;Y g.X; Y / −
1
2
D2X;Xg.Y; Y / −
1
2
D2Y;Y g.X;X/: (35)
It turns out that S1 and S differ at % 2 D1 only by a constant depending on n.
Indeed, let the basis B consist of the normal vectorN% D % and a certain basis B1
of T%D1. Then by Lemma 1 the normal vector does not give any contribution toS
in (33). SinceS1 is a sum of 2(n2−12  terms, we get
Corollary 1. Let % 2 D1. Then
S1% DS% C
.n2 − 1/.n2 − 2/
4
: (36)
Thus it is sufficient to consider the non-normalized case. In order to formulate our
theorem we introduce the functions h1; : : : ; h4complex analytic in every argument
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in a certain neighborhood of R3C  C3. We define them for different arguments by
h1.x; y; z/D c.x; y/ − zc.x; z/c.y; z/
.x − z/.y − z/c.x; z/c.y; z/; (37)
h2.x; y; z/D .c.x; z/ − c.y; z//
2
.x − y/2c.x; y/c.x; z/c.y; z/; (38)
h3.x; y; z/Dz .ln c/
0.z; x/ − .ln c/0.z; y/
x − y ; (39)
h4.x; y; z/Dz.ln c/0.z; x/.ln c/0.z; y/; (40)
otherwise we go to the limit, h1.x; x; z/ VD limy ! x h1.x; y; z/, etc. Indeed, using
the general properties (8)–(14) of the Morozova–Chentsov function c one easily ver-
ifies that all these limits exist. By Riemanns theorem about removable singulari-
ties the resulting functions are in fact complex analytic in every argument. A sim-
ilar reasoning applies to other functions in this section involving so-called divided
differences.
For simplicity of notation we consider the spectrum .%/ as an n-tuple with pos-
sibly repeated elements if some eigenvalues appear with multiplicities, but, neverthe-
less, we write x 2 .%/. Thus, e.g.Px =Dy2.%/ term.x; y/ always means a sum over
n2 − n pairs of eigenvalues, even if some or all eigenvalues numerically coincide.
Hence, this sum is equivalent to the more extensive expression
P
i =DjD1;:::;n term.i ;
j /. A similar reasoning applies to other sums with one or three indices of summa-
tion. In the following summations, the indices x; y; z run through the spectrum in
this sense and i; j; k through 1; : : : ; n. This convention enables us to formulate the
main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1. The scalar curvature on the manifold .D; g/ of n  n positive matrices
equals
S% D
X
x;y;z2.%/
h.x; y; z/ −
X
x2.%/
h.x; x; x/; (41)
where
h.x; y; z/ VD h1.x; y; z/ − 12h2.x; y; z/ C 2h3.x; y; z/ − h4.x; y; z/: (42)
Before we prove the theorem we give some conclusions and remarks.
First of all, there is some ambiguity in the choice of the function h. Indeed, we
can replace h by any function with the same symmetrization without changing the
sum. In particular we can replace h by its symmetrization hs,
hs.x; y; z/ VD 13 .h.x; y; z/ C h.y; z; x/ C h.z; x; y//: (43)
In the above theorem, we tried to find a certain minimal formulation with differ-
ent types of functions without singularities if arguments coincide. However, for a
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concrete function c another representation could be more convenient (see the exam-
ples below).
Going to the limit in (37)–(40) results in
h.x; x; x/ D 15
8x
− 3x2c00.x; x/: (44)
Moreover, we see that (41) is, actually, a trace formula. Indeed, we can look at (41)
as a trace of functions of %, that means
S% DTr
n(
Tr

.Tr h.s; t; %//jtD%
}
jsD%
o
C Tr

−15
8
%−1 C 3%2c00.%; %/

:
Thus, the scalar curvature can equally well be written as a threefold complex integral
around the spectrum of %.
Corollary 2.
S% D
I I I
h.; ;  /Tr
1
 − %Tr
1
 − %Tr
1
 − % d d d
CTr

−15
8
%−1 C 3%2c00.%; %/

: (45)
A further consequence concerns the curvature at the most mixed state of D1. For
% D 1
n
1, we obtain
S1% D .n3 − n/ h.1=n; 1=n; 1=n/ C
.n2 − 1/.n2 − 2/
4
leading to:
Corollary 3. The scalar curvature onD1 at % D 1
n
1 equals
S1% D
.n2 − 1/.17n3 − 4n − 24c00.1=n; 1=n//
8n
: (46)
In particular; in the case of the smallest; largest and Kubo-Mori metric related to
the Morozova–Chentsov functions .7/;S1% at % D 1n1 is
S1% D
.n2 − 1/.5n2 − 4/
8
;
.1 − n2/.7n2 C 4/
8
and
.n2 − 1/.n2 − 4/
8
;
respectively.
This confirms the result obtained for the Kubo-Mori metric at % D 1
n
1 in [15,
Theorem 6.2]. For the minimal metric this coincides with Corollary 3 of [23]. The
differing factor is due to a factor 1=4 in the metric.
Finally, let S.1; : : : ; n/ VDS%, where i are the eigenvalues of %. Then, it is
not difficult to verify that the following recurrences hold.
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Corollary 4.
.n − 3/S.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
i
S.1; : : : ;
i_; : : : ; n/ −
X
i<j
S.i; j /; (47)
S.1; : : : ; n/ D
X
i<j<k
S.i ; j ; k/ − .n − 3/
X
i<j
S.i; j /: (48)
Proof of Theorem 1. Since the metric is invariant under the U.n/-conjugation on
D we fix a diagonal % with the spectrum .%/ VD f1; : : : ; ng. We set
bij VD eij C eji and ebij VD i.eij − eji /;
where eij , i; j D 1; : : : ; n, are the standard matrix units. Then
B VD fbii j 1 6 i 6 ng [ fbij j 1 6 i < j 6 ng [ febij j 1 6 i < j 6 ng
is an orthogonal basis and in the sum (33) there appear terms of, essentially, three
types, say A, B and C. To see this, we first observe that the sectional curvature van-
ishes for pairs of basis vectors with disjoint index sets, becauseK.b; b0/ is built by
products of diagonal resolvent matrices and b; b; b0; b0 (cf. (20) and (23)). By the
same reasonK.b; b0/ depends only on the eigenvalues corresponding to the indices
involved. Moreover, the U.n/-invariance immediately implies
K.bii ; bij / DK.bii ;ebij /
K.bik; bjk/ DK.bik;ebjk/ DK.ebik;ebjk/ for i =D j =D k =D i;
because the arguments ofK generate conjugated planes. For example, in the case of
the second equation, let U D diag.: : : ; 1; : : : ; i; : : : ; 1; : : :/ with i in the j th position.
Then U%U D %, UbikU D bik and UbjkU Debjk. The other identities follow by a
similar choice of U.
Thus, all non-vanishing terms in the sum (33) are equal to one of the expressions
K.bii ; bij /;K.bij ;ebij / orK.bik; bjk/, which can be obtained fromK.b11; b12/;
K.b12;eb12/ andK.b13; b23/ by changing the indices at . Hence, the knowledge of
the dependence of these three terms on 1; 2 resp. 1; 2; 3 is enough to determine
(33). Let this dependence be given by the three functions A, B and C as follows:
A.x; y/ VDK.b11; b12/;
B.x; y/ VDK.b12;eb12/; (49)
C.x; y; z/ VDK.b13; b23/;
where we assume on the right-hand sides that the eigenvalues 1; 2; 3 equal the
independent variables x; y; z. Of course, B and C are symmetric in x; y.
The computation of A, B and C requires many straightforward calculations based
on Propositions 1 and 2. We do not present them in full details and explain only
some essential intermediate results for B. For a detailed verification the use of
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Mathematica or a similar program is suggested. Moreover, we can obtain the func-
tion A from C as we will see in Lemma 3.
Lemma 2.
B.x; y/D 2 − .x C y/c.x; y/
.x − y/2c.x; y/ −
x.ln c/0.x; y/2
4
− y.ln c/
0.y; x/2
4
−x.ln c/
0.x; y/ − y.ln c/0.y; x/
x − y ; (50)
C.x; y; z/D 1
4
.3h1.x; y; z/ − h1.y; z; x/ − h1.z; x; y//;
C1
8
.h2.x; y; z/ C h2.y; z; x/ C h2.z; x; y// − h4.x; y; z/4
C

c.z; y/ − c.x; y/
2.x − z/2c.x; z/c.y; z/ C
z.ln c/0.z; y/
2.x − z/

Cfx $ ygg : (51)
Proof. We will show only (50). The treatment of (51) is analogous, however it needs
much more numerical effort. According to (49) we set n D 2, 1 D x, 2 D y, % VD
xe11 C ye22, X VD b12 D e12 C e21, Y VDeb12 D i.e12 − e21/; X;Y 2 T%D. Eq. (5)
yields g.X;X/ D g.Y; Y / D 2c.x; y/. Further, using Proposition 1 we find
C.X; Y /D 1
2.2pi/2c.L; R/
I I
c.; /

0 0
0 0

d d D

0 0
0 0

;
C.X;X/DC.Y; Y /
D 1
.2pi/2c.L; R/
I I
c.; /

 2
.−x/.−y/.−x/ − 1.−x/2.−y/ 0
0 2
.−x/.−y/.−y/ − 1.−y/2.−x/
!
d d
D
 
2 1−xc.x;y/
x−y − xc0.x; y/ 0
0 2 yc.x;y/−1
x−y − yc0.y; x/
!
and, therefore,
g.C.X; Y /;C.X; Y //D0;
g.C.X;X/;C.Y; Y //D 1
x

2
1 − xc.x; y/
.x − y/ − xc
0.x; y/
2
C 1
y

2
yc.x; y/ − 1
.x − y/ − yc
0.y; x/
2
:
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For the second-order derivatives we obtain from (20)
D2X;Y g.X; Y /D
1
.2pi/2
I I 4c.; /
. − x/. − y/. − x/. − y/d d
D4x C y − 2xyc.x; y/
xy.x − y/2 ;
D2X;Xg.Y; Y /DDY;Y g.X;X/
D 1
.2pi/2
I I 4c.; /
. − x/. − y/

1
. − x/. − y/
C 1
. − x/. − y/ −
1
. − x/. − y/

d d
D4c
0.x; y/ − c0.y; x/
x − y :
Inserting all that into (34), (35) and (49) finishes the proof of (50). 
Lemma 3.
(i) A.x; y/ D 2C.x; y; x/; (52)
(ii) B.x; y/ D 2C.x; x; y/ C 2C.y; y; x/: (53)
Proof. We set n D 3, 1 D 3 D x, 2 D y, X D b13 and Y D b23. Then g.b11; b11/
D kb11k2 D kb33k2 D 4=x, kXk2 D 2=x, kb12k2 D kYk2 D 2c.x; y/ and
A.x; y/ DK%.b11; b12/ D x8c.x; y/R.b11; b12; b11; b12/;
C.x; y; x/ DK%.b13; b23/ D x4c.x; y/R.b13; b23; b13; b23/ DK%.X; Y /:
Now we use the U.3/-symmetry of conjugation. For this purpose let
u VD
0@p2=2 0 p2=20 1 0p
2=2 0 −p2=2
1A 2 U.3/:
Then u%u D % and R%.X; Y;X; Y / D R%.X0; Y;X0; Y 0/ with X0 VD uXu D .b11
− b33/=2 and Y 0 D uYu D
p
2.b12 − b23/=2. Thus,
C.x; y; x/DK.X; Y / D x
4c.x; y/
R%.X
0; Y 0;X0; Y 0/
D x
4c.x; y/
1
8
R.b11−b33; b12 − b23; b11−b33; b12 − b23/
D x
32c.x; y/
fR.b11; b12; b11; b12/ CR.b33; b23; b33; b23/ C   g
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D x
32c.x; y/
fkb11k2kb12k2A.x; y/ C kb33k2kb23k2A.x; y/g
D 1
2
A.x; y/:
All the terms indicated by dots in the above equation vanish. Indeed, from (20),
(23) and (25) we see that these terms are built by products of the four arguments
of the curvature tensor and resolvents. Now, considering the indices of the argu-
ments of the neglected terms it is not difficult to see that these products (e.g. for
R.b11; b12; b33; b12/), or at least their traces (e.g.R.b11; b12; b11; b23/), vanish. This
finishes the proof of (52).
We were not successful in proving relation (53) in a similar geometrical way.
This was the reason for the explicit calculation of B in Lemma 2. Now, from (51) we
obtain
C.x; x; y/D lim
z ! x C.x; z; y/
D 2 − .x C y/c.x; y/
4.x − y/2c.x; y/ C
x.ln c/0.x; y/2
8
−y.ln c/
0.y; x/2
4
− x.ln c/
0.x; y/ − y.ln c/0.y; x/
4.x − y/ (54)
and, using (50), one verifies relation (3) between B and C. 
Now we can proceed with the computation ofS% starting with (33),
S% D4
X
i =Dj
K.bii ; bij / C
X
i =Dj
K.bij ;ebij / C 4 X
i<jIk<l
.i;j/ =D.k;l/
K.bij ; bkl/
D
X
x =Dy
f4A.x; y/ C B.x; y/g C 4
X
x =Dy =Dz =Dx
C.x; y; z/
D4
X
x;y;z
C.x; y; z/ C
X
x
f−4A.x; x/ − B.x; x/ C 8C.x; x; x/g
C
X
x;y
f4A.x; y/ C B.x; y/ − 4C.x; x; y/ − 8C.x; y; x/g
D4
X
x;y;z
C.x; y; z/ − 4
X
x
C.x; x; x/;
where we used Lemma 3 and
P
x;y 2C.x; x; y/ D
P
x;y.C.x; x; y/ C C.y; y; x//.
The following steps show, essentially, that 4C and h have the same symmetriza-
tion. Indeed, inserting (51) yields
S% D4
X
x;y;z

1
4
h1.x; y; z/ C 38h2.x; y; z/ −
1
4
h4.x; y; z/
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C c.z; y/ − c.x; y/
.x − z/2c.x; z/c.y; z/ C
z.ln c/0.z; y/
.x − z/

− 4
X
x
C.x; x; x/:
The two fractions, whose sum has no singularities, we replace by −h2.x; y; z/=2 and
h3.x; y; z/=2, which have the same symmetrizations as the replaced terms. In order
to verify this for the second fraction, one has to use the identity c.x; y/ C xc0.x; y/ C
yc0.y; x/ D 0, see (13). Finally, using 4C.x; x; x/ D h.x; x; x/ we end up with
S% D
X
x;y;z

h1.x; y; z/ − 12h2.x; y; z/ C 2h3.x; y; z/ − h4.x; y; z/

−4
X
x
C.x; x; x/
D
X
x;y;z
h.x; y; z/ −
X
x
h.x; x; x/:
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
5.2. Examples
In this section, we consider the scalar curvature for three important examples
of monotone metrics related to the Morozova–Chentsov functions (7) given in
Section 3.
5.2.1. The smallest monotone metric, c.x; y/ D 2=.x C y/
This metric was first introduced by Uhlmann in generalizing the Berry phase to
mixed states [12]. Now it is often called Bures metric, since it is, roughly speaking,
the infinitesimal version of the Bures distance of mixed quantum states. It appears
very naturally in the concept of purifications of mixed states and intertwines between
the classical Fisher metric and the Study–Fubini metric on the complex projective
space representing pure states of a quantum system. There are many papers dealing
with this metric. Some references were given in Section 1, for curvature results,
see [13,23]. Nevertheless we explain this example, at least to see that the whole
machinery presented here works.
Eqs. (37)–(40) yield for c.x; y/ D 2=.x C y/
h1.x; y; z/ D 12.x C y/ ;
h2.x; y; z/ D x C y2.x C z/.y C z/ ;
h3.x; y; z/ D h4.x; y; z/ D z
.x C z/.y C z/ :
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Thus, by Theorem 1 the scalar curvature ofD at % equals
S% D
X
x;y;z
h.x; y; z/ −
X
x
h.x; x; x/
D
X
x;y;z

1
2.x C y/ −
x C y
4.x C z/.y C z/ C
z
.x C z/.y C z/

− 3
8
X
x
1
x
D
X
x;y;z

1
4.x C z/ C
1
4.y C z/ −
x C y
4.x C z/.y C z/ C
z
.x C z/.y C z/

−3
8
X
x
1
x
:
Thus
S% D 32
X
x;y;z
z
.x C z/.y C z/ −
3
8
X
x
1
x
;
where we sum up over the spectrum of %. This confirms the result obtained in
[23], where one can also find expressions for the scalar curvature in terms of in-
variants of %. The different factor is due to an other normalization of the metric,
as already mentioned above. In particular, we get from Corollary 1 for n D 2 and
.%/ D f1; 2g; 1 C 2 D 1;
S1% D
9
2.1 C 2/ C
3
2
D 6;
i.e. D1 is a space of constant curvature for this exceptional dimension. In our nor-
malization it looks locally like a sphere of radius 2. This was one of the first results
concerning this metric [12]. For higher dimensions a similar result does not hold;
D.1/ is not a locally symmetric space [13].
5.2.2. The largest monotone metric, c.x; y/ D .x C y/=2xy
This metric belongs to the series of monotone metrics related to
c.x; y/ VD x
2 C y2
2.xy/C1=2
; 0 6  6 1
2
;
see [17], also for further references of its application. It is the monotone metric ob-
tained in the simplest way besides the Hilbert–Schmidt metric. Indeed,
g%.X; Y / D 12Tr X%
−1.%Y C Y%/%−1 D 1
2
Tr %−1.XY C YX/
and without using the integral representations one can get further quantities, e.g.
DZg.X; Y / D −12Tr %
−1Z%−1.XY C YX/;
D2Z;Wg.X; Y / D
1
2
Tr %−1.W%−1Z C Z%−1W/%−1.XY C YX/;
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C.X; Y / D 1
2.L C R/ .XY C YX/ −
1
2
.X%−1Y C Y%−1X/:
Thus, using Proposition 2, it is easy to write down the curvature tensor. For the scalar
curvature we rely on our Theorem 1,
h1.x; y; z/Dh3.x; y; z/ D −z
.x C z/.y C z/;
h2.x; y; z/D 2z
2
.x C y/.x C z/.y C z/ ;
h4.x; y; z/D xy
z.x C z/.y C z/ ;
h.x; x; x/D −9
8x
;
and proceed with
S% D
X
x;y;z
.h1 C 2h3/.x; y; z/ − 12
X
x;y;z
h2.x; y; z/
−
X
x;y;z
h4.x; y; z/ −
X
x
h.x; x; x/
D−3
X
x;y;z
z
.x C z/.y C z/ −
X
x;y;z

x
.x C z/.y C z/ −
z
2.x C z/.y C z/

−
X
x;y;z
xy
z.x C z/.y C z/ C
X
x
9
8x
D−5
2
X
z
z
 X
x
1
x C z
!2
−
X
z
 X
x
x
x C z
! X
x
1
x C z
!
−
X
z
1
z
 X
x
x
x C z
!2
C
X
x
9
8x
D−5
2
X
z
z
 X
x
1
x C z
!2
C n
X
x;z
1
x C z C

9
8
− n2
X
x
1
x
:
InsertingX
x
1
x C t D Tr
1
% C t D −
 0.−t/
.−t/ ;
where .t/ VD P en−i .−t/i is the characteristic polynomial of %, we get the scalar
curvature as a trace of a function of % (diagonal or not):
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S% D −52Tr %
 0.−%/2
.−%/2 − n Tr
 0.−%/
.−%/ C

9
8
− n2

Tr %−1: (55)
Moreover, we can express the scalar curvature in terms of the elementary invariants
ei . For this purpose we consider the matrix
Eij VD
8<:
1 for i C 1 D j;
.−1/n−j enC1−j for i D n;
0 otherwise:
It has the same characteristic polynomial as % and, therefore, it is conjugated (not
unitarily) to % in the generic case of different eigenvalues. But, the set of % with
different eigenvalues is dense in D and by continuity of the scalar curvature, we
conclude:
Proposition 5.
S% D −52TrE
 0.−E/2
.−E/2 − n Tr
 0.−E/
.−E/ C

9
8
− n2

TrE−1: (56)
A similar result was obtained in [23] for the previous example.
5.2.3. The Kubo-Mori metric, c.x; y/ D .log.x/ − log.y//=.x − y/
This metric was considered by Petz et al. [15,17], where they pointed out its im-
portance in information theory and quantum statistics and obtained partial results
concerning the sectional and scalar curvature. In [15] the scalar curvature at the trace
state, cf. Corollary 3, and the sectional curvature K%.X; Y / were found for X;Y
commuting with %. Our Theorem 1 leads to a full expression for the scalar curvature
at arbitrary % in terms of its eigenvalues. This result is the basis for the last section,
where we consider the conjecture mentioned in Section 1.
For the functions hi we obtain
h1.x; y; z/Dh3.x; y; z/
D

z − x C z.ln x − ln z/
.x − z/.ln x − ln z/ −
z − y C z.ln y − ln z/
.y − z/.ln y − ln z/

.x − y/;
h2.x; y; z/Dh1.x; y; z/ C h1.y; z; x/ C h1.z; x; y/;
h4.x; y; z/D .z − x C z.ln x − ln z//.z − y C z.ln y − ln z//
z.x − z/.ln x − ln z/.y − z/.ln y − ln z/ ;
h.x; x; x/D −1
8x
:
We observe that h2 is already a symmetric function. The typical term seen in these
equations is
z − x C z.ln x − ln z/
.x − z/.ln x − ln z/ D z.ln c/
0.z; x/
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and we set
d.x; y; z/ VD 3
2
h1.x; y; z/ − h4.x; y; z/
D z

3
.ln c/0.z; x/ − .ln c/0.z; y/
2.x − y/ − .ln c/
0.z; x/.ln c/0.z; y/

D 3

z − x C z.ln x − ln z/
.x − z/.ln x − ln z/ −
z − y C z.ln y − ln z/
.y − z/.ln y − ln z/

2.x − y/
− .z − x C z.ln x − ln z//.z − y C z.ln y − ln z//
z.x − z/.ln x − ln z/.y − z/.ln y − ln z/ : (57)
If two arguments coincide the values of d are easily found; we do not list them.
Clearly, d has the same symmetrization as h and h.x; x; x/ D d.x; x; x/. Thus we
infer from Corollary 1 and Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. The scalar curvature of the Kubo-Mori metric onD.1/ at % equals
S.1/% D
X
x;y;z2.%/
d.x; y; z/ −
X
x2.%/
d.x; x; x/

C .n
2 − 1/.n2 − 2/
4

: (58)
The following graph of S1 restricted to the (open) two-dimensional simplex
.n D 3/
fdiag.1; 2; 3/ j 1 C 2 C 3 D 1; i > 0g
of diagonal densities will be instructive for the aim of the next section.
Moreover, using this theorem one confirms all numerical examples given for
n D 3 in [15]. However, one has to work with high numerical precision if two ei-
genvalues are close to each other.
It should be mentioned that formula (25) for the curvature is simplified for this
metric, because the terms with second-order derivatives of g cancel out. Due to gen-
eral properties of quadrilinear forms (see [1]) this is equivalent to the vanishing of
the sum of the corresponding three terms in (35). We do not explain this in detail
and refer also to [15, formula (6.4)]. In our approach one could proceed as follows:
Under the additional assumption
.y − x/c.y; x/ C .x − z/c.x; z/ C .z − y/c.z; y/ D 0
for a general Morozova–Chentsov function c one can show
DXg.X; Y / D DY g.X;X/:
Clearly, this assumption is fulfilled in this example. Now it is not difficult to conclude
2D2X;Y g.X; Y / − D2X;Xg.Y; Y / − D2Y;Y g.X;X/ D 0;
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and, therefore (35) reads as
R.X; Y;X; Y / D g.C.X; Y /;C.X; Y // − g.C.X;X/;C.Y; Y //: (59)
6. Monotonicity ofS1 under mixing for the Kubo-Mori metric
The manifoldD1 represents the space of faithful mixed states of an n-dimension-
al quantum system and carries the following partial order (for details and further
related facts used here we refer e.g. to [4]):  is called more mixed than %,   %, if
there exists a trace preserving stochastic map  such that  D .%/. If i; i are the
eigenvalues of  and % in decreasing order this relation becomes equivalent to
1 C    C k 6 1 C    C k; k D 1; : : : ; n:
(This relation is sometimes called the majorization.) Petz conjectured that the scalar
curvature of the Kubo-Mori metric on D1 behaves monotonously under this partial
order, more precisely:
Conjecture T15; 18U.
  % H) S1 >S1%: (60)
An immediate consequence would be that the scalar curvature on D1 attains its
maximum at the most mixed state, i.e. at the trace state. Hence, max S1 DS11=n D
.n2 − 1/.n2 − 4/=8, see Corollary 3.
In this section, we show this important conjecture up to the concavity of a certain
function in three variables, even up to some weaker consequences of this concav-
ity. For this purpose, we use the results for the Kubo-Mori metric obtained in the
previous example.
Since the scalar curvature is invariant under U.n/ conjugation, it is sufficient to
consider the conjecture on the .n − 1/-dimensional (open) simplex fdiag.1; : : : ; n/
j P i D 1; i > 0g. Clearly, Fig. 1 supports the above hypothesis in the case n D 3.
To deal with a general n we consider the symmetrization hs of the function h,
resp. d , see (57). A straightforward calculation yields
hs.x; y; z/D 13 .d.x; y; z/ C d.y; z; x/ C d.z; x; y//
D 1
3
.h.x; y; z/ C h.y; z; x/ C h.z; x; y//
D 1
6
h2.x; y; z/ C 13 .h2.x; y; z/ − h4.x; y; z/
−h4.y; z; x/ − h4.z; x; y//
Df.y − z/2.ln x − ln y/.ln x − ln z/ − .x − z/2
.ln x − ln y/.ln y − ln z/ C .x − y/2.ln x − ln z/.ln y − ln z/g
=f6.x − y/.x − z/.y − z/.ln x − ln y/.ln x − ln z/.ln y − ln z/g
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Fig. 1. Graph ofS1 for n D 3.
C−xy.lnx − ln y/ C xz.ln x − ln z/ − yz.ln y − ln z/
3xyz.lnx − ln y/.ln x − ln z/.ln y − ln z/ : (61)
We make the following:
Assertion. The function hs given by (61) is concave on R3C.
We do not have a formal proof of this assertion, but some millions of numerical
tests confirmed
.1 − t/hs.P1/ C t hs.P2/ 6 hs..1 − t/P1 C tP2/; 0 < t < 1:
Moreover, concavity is equivalent to negative semi-definiteness of
o2hs
oxioxj

i;jD1;2;3
and the plots of its main minors
Mk.x; y; z/ VD det

o2hs
oxioxj
.x; y; z/

16i;j6k
; k D 1; 2; 3;
see Figs. 2–4, suggest the correct alternating signs we need. Since hs is homogeneous
of degree −1, the second-order derivatives are homogeneous of degree −3 and we
can fix one coordinate to 1 resulting in graphs of functions in two variables given
below. Thus, the assertion is certainly true and we believe that a more or less difficult
formal proof will be found later.
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Fig. 2. Graph of M1.1; y; z/.
Fig. 3. Graph of the second main minor M2.x; y; 1/.
What we really need to prove the conjecture are some weaker properties of hs. To
formulate them let hs0 denote the first-order partial derivative with respect to the first
variable as in the previous sections.
Lemma 4. If the above assertion is true; then for all x; y; ; 2 RC with x < y
holds
0 6 2hs0.x; x; y/ − hs0.y; x; x/ − 2hs0.y; x; y/ C hs0.x; y; y/; (62)
0 6 hs0.x; x; / − hs0.y; y; /; (63)
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Fig. 4. Graph of M3.x; y; 1/.
0 6 hs0.x; y; / − hs0.y; x; /; (64)
0 6 hs0.x; ; / − hs0.y; ; /: (65)
Proof. If hs is concave, then T0; 1U 3 t 7−! hs.C.t//, where C.t/ VD .1 − t/P0 C
tP1; is concave for all P0; P1 2 R3C and, in particular,
d
dt
hs.C.t//jtD0 >
d
dt
hs.C.t//jtD1:
Now the inequalities follow if we set
P0 VD.x; x; y/; .x; x; /; .x; y; /; .x; ; /;
P1 VD.y; y; x/; .y; y; /; .y; x; /; .y; ; /;
respectively. 
Proposition 6. If the assertion about concavity of hs is true, then the conjecture
about the monotonicity of the scalar curvature is true.
Proof. Let   %. Then there exists a sequence %i , i D 1; : : : ;m, such that
 D %m  %m−1      %2  %1 D %
and the spectra of each consecutive pair differ only in two eigenvalues. This is a stan-
dard fact often used, for a proof see e.g. [4]. Therefore, and by the unitary invariance
ofS1, we may assume that
 D diag.x 0; y 0; 3; : : : ; n/; % D diag.x; y; 3; : : : ; n/ with x < y:
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There are no further order assumptions for the eigenvalues. Thus, the more mixed
pair .x 0; y 0/ must be of the form
x 0
y 0

D

xt
yt

VD

1 − t t
t 1 − t

x
y

for a certain t 2 T0; 1U and it is sufficient to prove that t 7! S1.xt ; yt ; 3; : : : ; n/
is non-decreasing at t D 0, i.e. that
d
dt
S1.xt ; yt ; 3; : : : ; n/jtD0
D .y − x/

o
ox
− o
oy

S1.x; y; 3; : : : ; n/ > 0:
By Theorem 2, we have
1
3
S1.x; y; 3; : : : ; n/
D hs.x; x; y/ C hs.y; y; x/
C
nX
iD3
.hs.x; x; i/ C hs.y; y; i/ C 2hs.x; y; i//
C
nX
i;jD3
.hs.x; i; j / C hs.y; i; j //
C    (terms not depending on x; y)
and, therefore,
1
3

o
ox
− o
oy

S1.x; y; 3; : : : ; n/
D 2hs0.x; x; y/ − hs0.y; x; x/ − 2hs0.y; x; y/ C hs0.x; y; y/
C2
nX
iD3
(
hs
0.x; x; i/ − hs0.y; y; i/ C hs0.x; y; i/ − hs0.y; x; i/

C
nX
i;jD3
(
hs
0.x; i ; j / − hs.y; i ; j /

> 0;
where we used Lemma 4. 
Remark. As already mentioned in Section 1, it is not clear whether one should
also conjecture that the monotonicity of the scalar curvature under mixing holds
for every monotone metric. Actually, Lemma 4 and Proposition 6 also apply to any
monotone metric if one replaces hs by the symmetrization of the function h (see
Theorem 1) corresponding to the monotone metric in question. Clearly, in order to
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prove decreasing scalar curvature one would have to consider −hs (e.g. for the Bures
metric).
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